We propose a novel attentive sequence to sequence translator (ASST) for clip localization in videos by natural language descriptions. We make two contributions. First, we propose a bi-directional Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) with a finely calibrated vision-language attentive mechanism to comprehensively understand the free-formed natural language descriptions. The RNN parses natural language descriptions in two directions, and the attentive model attends every meaningful word or phrase to each frame, thereby resulting in a more detailed understanding of video content and description semantics. Second, we design a hierarchical architecture for the network to jointly model language descriptions and video content. Given a video-description pair, the network generates a matrix representation, i.e., a sequence of vectors. Each vector in the matrix represents a video frame conditioned by the description. The 2D representation not only preserves the temporal dependencies of frames but also provides an effective way to perform frame-level video-language matching. The hierarchical architecture exploits video content with multiple granularities, ranging from subtle details to global context. Integration of the multiple granularities yields a robust representation for multi-level video-language abstraction. We validate the effectiveness of our ASST on two large-scale datasets. Our ASST outperforms the state-ofthe-art by 4.28% in Rank@1 on the DiDeMo dataset. On the Charades-STA dataset, we significantly improve the stateof-the-art by 13.41% in Rank@1, IoU = 0.5.
Introduction
Representation learning for videos is one of the fundamental problems in video analysis. To recognize if a concept occurs in a video, i.e., to classify video content, a typical way is encoding videos into video-level representation vectors. A classifier is then applied to the videolevel vectors to determine the occurrence of pre-defined concepts. Frame-level or clip-level representations are extracted from raw video data by Convolutional Neural Networks (ConvNets) that models spatial structures or spatiotemporal structures [39, 42, 45] . Video-level representations are generated by aggregating frame-level or clip-level local representations.
The video classification task only concerns about the occurrence of a target concept, e.g., an action or an object, in a video, but ignores in which frames the concept can be seen. Someone may be more interested in temporally localizing the concept in untrimmed videos, e.g., the temporal action detection task [22, 35, 47, 49] . However, the existing action detection datasets have pre-defined actions with limited number of categories. For example, in THUMOS 14 [17] and ActivityNet [3] , there are only 20 and 200 categories, respectively. It is difficult to adapt the trained models to unseen concept categories outside the training set, which limits the usage of the detection models in real-world applications. For example, to find a specific clip in a movie, instead of describing the target clip using a pre-defined concept, describing the target clip by a sentence is a more natural way.
Recently, Hendricks et al. [2] and Gao et al. [9] introduced a new task, i.e., temporally localizing video clips by natural language descriptions. Hendricks et al. collected the new DiDeMo dataset, while Gao et al. utilized the videos from the Charades dataset [38] and annotated the Charades-STA dataset. Natural language descriptions are more ex- Figure 1 . An illustration of localizing clips of interest by natural language description. In this example, we are looking for the clip that the baby takes something out of his mouth. The video clip above the yellow bar is the clip we are interested in.
pressive than a pre-defined label described by a single word or a short phrase. For example, in the description of "the baby takes something out of his mouth", there are different object categories ("baby", "mouth"), attributes ("his") and human-object interactions ("take something out of"). To localize the described clip in a video sequence, the visual model has to recognize objects, actions, spatial relations, and also the context of the event. Standard action detection algorithms only localize actions at a coarse level. In this new task, the model has to understand both language descriptions and video content in finer scales. These datasets contain a great number of descriptions, covering a large vocabulary and a variety of complex sentence structures. With such rich information, though challenging, this task enables us to learn a model that generalizes to new natural language descriptions.
The existing methods for video clip localization by natural language description follow traditional cross-modal retrieval approaches [8] , embed visual information and language information individually [2, 9] . Hendricks et al. [2] used a ranking loss to train the embedding functions, so that the language feature is closer to the ground-truth clip than all negative clips. Gao et al. [9] merged clip visual embedding and language embedding by a multi-modal processing module, followed by alignment score estimation and location regression. In this paper, we propose a novel attentive sequence to sequence translator (ASST) for this challenging task. Specifically, we make the following contributions.
First, we introduce a finely calibrated video-language attentive mechanism for understanding rich semantic descriptions. A bi-directional Recurrent Neural Network (biRNN) is utilized to parse text descriptions in a forward and a backward way. The method in [2] generates a vector for each fixed-length clip by average pooling, during which it loses the local information of each individual frame. The method in [9] keeps temporal structures of sampled video clips by temporal convolutions, but ignores detailed relation with natural language descriptions. Likewise, the methods in [2] and [9] only generate one vector for each sentence, without word-level information. Our method works in a much finer manner and attends every meaningful word or phrase to each frame. For example, given a sentence of 6 words and a video of 100 frames, we generate an attention weight matrix of size 6 × 100. Richer information as represented by the attention weight matrix enables our method to perform a finer video-language matching. Our attention mechanism aligns language descriptions and video content, which benefits the understanding of both semantic description and video content. For example, when localizing "we can see someone in a mask", the target video clip will attend to the word "mask" as opposed to the entire sentence. In this way, a more accurate video-language representation can be generated.
Second, we design a hierarchical network architecture for jointly learning video-language representations with multiple granularities. The hierarchical visual network models videos at multiple temporal scales to extract subtle details of video content as well as global context. Lower layers in the hierarchy exploit local video content, which are then integrated at a higher layer to model temporal dependencies in a longer duration. In other words, lower layers provide finer exploration while higher layers provide context information. For example, given a video of birthday party, we first model each frame with details, then we model three sub-events including "cut a birthday cake", "sing a song", and "eat the cake" at a higher layer, and lastly we model the entire event of birthday party in the highest layer. A robust joint video-language representation is then generated, which preserves fine-scale details, frame and clip dependencies as well as temporal context of video content.
We evaluate our ASST on two large-scale datasets for localizing clips by natural language descriptions. On the DiDeMo dataset, it achieves 32.38% in Rank@1 and outperforms the state-of-the-art by 4.28%. On the Charades-STA dataset, we obtain 37.04% in Rank@1, IoU = 0.5. Notably, it outperforms the state-of-the-art by a large margin of 15.62%.
Related work
Action detection in videos. In action detection, the goal is to localize interested video clips of given action labels. This task is usually divided into two branches: temporal detection and spatio-temporal detection. For temporal detection [17] , the model has to output the start and end time of each action clip. For spatio-temporal detection [29] , besides temporally localizing the actions, the model should also generate the spatial locations of the actions for each frame. We do not consider spatial localization in this paper.
Two-Stream ConvNets [39, 44] and 3D-ConvNets [42] have been proposed to model video sequences for action recognition. These methods have been widely used in temporal action detection [22, 35, 47, 49] and other video analysis tasks, e.g., video captioning [43] . Shou et al. [35] applied frame-level classification via a modified 3D-ConvNet, and then generated temporal window prediction by merging frame-level prediction. Lin et al. [22] adopted Single Shot Detector [26] to detect interested actions in one shot. Xu et al. [47] tried to tackle the problem of temporal proposal generation. They incorporated an RoI-pooling layer, followed by a classification branch and a temporal coordinate regression branch. Zhao et al. [49] achieved a good performance by hard coding context regions, which enables the detector to model temporal context. They also proposed a sophisticated region merging strategy. We aggregate contextual temporal structures via dilated convolutional layers, followed by squeezing-expansion layers. Our model jointly encodes neighboring and all observable visual information, which is more flexible for temporal structure modeling. Natural language object localization. Natural language object localization [14, 27] is to spatially localize objects of interest in images by natural language descriptions. Mao et al. [27] encoded each possible region by a Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM), and trained the model in a discriminative way by using a softmax loss over all encoded regions. Hu et al. [14] ranked each object proposal by considering spatial configuration, local visual information and global visual information. Rohrbach et al. [33] used attention mechanism to choose the region that could be best used for description reconstruction. Liu et al. [25] extracted image attributes from image regions proposals, and measured the similarity between image region attribute embeddings and textual embeddings. In this paper, we focus on natural language video clip localization. We propose a novel ASST to jointly learn a video-language representation. Video clip localization by natural language descriptions. Video clip localization by natural language descriptions is a new task introduced recently [2, 9] . Hendricks et al. [2] proposed a Moment Context Network (MCN) for this task. MCN is a ranking based method. It encodes natural language description and video clip information individually, and ranks video clips by measuring distance between video clip embeddings and sentence embeddings. MCN considers representations from two modals separately, ignores detailed relevance between two modals. Gao et al. [9] fused video feature and language feature by a multi-modal processing module which consists of addition, multiplication and fully connected operations. This Cross-model Temporal Regression Localizer (CTRL) builds an alignment score estimator and a location regressor on the fused representation to produce clip prediction. Our ASST explores crossmodal relevance at finer granularities, which is able to better exploit detailed information.
Our approach
In our work, we leverage natural language information as a flexible network module to translate visual information. We exploit detailed connections between natural language information and visual information on multiple hierarchies as well. We directly sample possible clips from the final video-language joint representation sequence generated by our ASST for clip localization.
As illustrated in Figure 2 , the proposed attentive sequence to sequence translator (ASST) consists of three components: a video subnet for modeling video content, a language subnet for modeling natural language description and a multi-stage cross-modal attention module.
Video subnet
Our video subnet is shown on the right part in Figure 2 . The video subnet first translates the input visual feature sequence into a representation sequence. The length of the representation sequence and the length of the input feature sequence are identical. Each element in this final representation sequence contains temporal visual contextual information, ranging from subtle details to global context, as well as clues from natural language descriptions. Then, video clip representations are obtained by directly sampling clips on the final representation sequence.
Visual feature learning
The video subnet is a 1D convolutional network spanned on temporal domain. We take a sequence of vectors {x 0 , x 1 , ..., x m−1 } ({x} for simplicity) with dimension d v as the input of the video subnet, where m is the number of frame-level features in the input sequence. We also denote the temporal length in seconds of the input video sequence as τ . Visual feature modeling consists of two stages. One is local temporal feature modeling via stacked dilated convolution. The other one is global temporal context modeling via a squeezing-expansion process. The video subnet transforms an input sequence {x} to a representation sequence with same length {x 0 , x 1 , ..., x m−1 } ({x } for simplicity) via these two stages. Dilation Layers. We first model the frame-level input features with their neighboring frames. This process builds temporal hierarchical structure of the input sequence via stacked dilated convolution layers [18, 21, 28, 48] . The dilation rates are doubled from each layer forward. Stacked dilated convolution increases receptive field in an exponential speed as the network goes deeper, while the sizes of Figure 2 . An illustration of our model. Our model consists of an RNN-based language subnet (left) and a ConvNet-based video subnet (right). The two subnets are integrated via an attention module (top) on every dilation layer and squeezing layer. In this example, the language subnet has one stacked LSTM layer. For the video subnet, there are three dilation layers, followed by three squeezing layers and three expansion layers. The output of the last dilation layer is used as the input of first squeezing layer. Best viewed in color.
feature maps remain unchanged. These layers model temporal contextual structures at multiple time scales for every input frame. In Figure 2 , we show a model with three dilation layers. We additionally apply shortcut connections [13] between every two adjacent layers. Shortcut connections shorten the information path from the bottom to the top of the network, which makes the training process easier. After the above operations, every element in the last dilation layer perceives a large temporal window. Squeezing-Expansion Layers. The dilation layers demonstrated above contain only local temporal contextual structures. The elements in the final dilation layer do not observe the entire input visual sequence. However, the understanding of global context from the entire video is crucial for localizing clips in videos. For example, someone may be interested in localizing the clip when a certain target event happens the second time. To distinguish the positive clip from visually similar negative clips, the model has to understand the global context to make accurate predictions. To model global context information, we generate our final representation sequence through a squeezing phase followed by an expansion phase (Figure 2 ). The output of the last dilation layer is used as the input of the first squeezing layer. The architecture of "Squeezing-Expansion Layers" is inspired by top-down module for object detection [23, 24, 37] . The model further encodes global context information into the final representation sequence through this squeezing-expansion process.
The squeezing phase consists of several convolution layers with stride 2 and kernel size 3, and generates a global representation vector. This vector summarizes visual information and temporal structures across all the input visual features. It will be used as global context background for further representation modeling.
The expansion phase and the squeezing phase are connected by a convolution operation. During the expansion phase, we expand the global representation vector in a reverse order as we did during the squeezing phase. Expansion stops when it reaches the size of the last dilation layer. We apply a convolution with kernel size 1 on each feature map from the squeezing phase, while the output is added to the expanded feature map with the same size. The result feature map includes both global contextual information (from expanded feature maps) and local contextual information (from convolved feature maps in the squeezing phase). We use linear interpolation as our expansion operation. The output of the last layer is our final representation sequence.
With dilation layers and squeezing-expansion layers, our translator is able to transform input visual sequence into a representation sequence, exploiting both global and local temporal contextual structures.
Clip sampling
We sample our target clips on the final representation sequence {x } by RoI-pooling [12] in temporal domain with linear interpolation. For each clip sampler, we sample 7 elements from the final representation sequence {x } as the input.
The [27] . We denote this model as classification model. If there are no pre-defined temporal segments, our model will have to generate clip proposals. We build clip samplers similar to [31] . In our model, we have six groups of samplers. The i-th clip sampler group consists of clips with length l i = τ 2 i , where 0 ≤ i ≤ 5, i ∈ N, and τ is the temporal length of the final representation sequence {x } as we mentioned before. We sample clips densely by placing every two adjacent samplers with distance 
whereĉ is the center coordinate of the predicted window andl is the length of the window. We use 2-class softmax loss to train the confidence score of presenceŷ. Smooth-L1 loss is used to train temporal coordinate regression factors d c and d l following most object detection literatures [5, 15, 24, 26, 31] . We denote this model as detection model.
Language subnet
The architecture of our language subnet is shown on the left part in Figure 2 . We use pre-trained word embedding sequence {w [46] . We also add shortcut connections from the input to the output of each LSTM layer for more efficient training. 
where {w i } is the result word-level feature sequence of the i-th layer. After p layers of bi-directional LSTMs, the output sequence {w p 0 , w p 1 , ..., w p n−1 } ({w p } for simplicity) is the output of the language subnet which will be used as the input for the cross-modal attention mechanism.
We choose Gated Linear Unit (GLU) [7] as the nonlinearity function of convolutions for language modeling. GLU processes a input vector [q 0 , q 1 ] by,
where q 0 and q 1 are the inputs to the GLU with dimension d, σ is the sigmoid function, and is element-wise multiplication. GLU has been used in context modeling in natural language processing [7, 11] . The gate σ(q 1 ) dynamically controls data flow via the gating mechanism. GLU shows superior performance than ReLU in our preliminary experiments.
Cross-modal attention module
To combine our video subnet and language subnet, we introduce a cross-modal attention module that combines visual and linguistic information. The attention module attends word-level representations for each frame, discovers connection between word-level linguistic information and frame-level visual information. It yields more detailed understanding of video content and description semantics. Comparing to using sentence-level linguistic feature, using word-level linguistic feature also shortens the path of gradient flow back to each word. In addition, this attention module is applied on every dilation layer and squeezing layer. Since different layers aggregate temporal contextual information at different temporal scales, feeding language feature on every layer enables our model to exploit videolanguage relevance at multiple temporal scales. Through this attentive cross-modal fusion process, our ASST translates the input visual sequence into the final representation sequence that consists of joint language-video representation, which can be easily recognized by clip samplers. In Figure 3 , we show our attention module for one dilation layer.
For each visual layer after temporal convolution {v 0 , v 1 , ..., v m−1 } ({v} for simplicity), the attention module takes language feature {w p } and {v} as inputs. We split language feature {w p } into two equallength sequences by convolutions with kernel size 1: This module takes language feature (left) and video feature (bottom right) as inputs. It first generates an attention weight matrix from both input features, and then attends language feature for every video frame. This attended language feature multiplies with input video feature. After a convolution operation, shortcut connection is used to connect visual feature maps across adjacent layers. Best viewed in color.
tention weight matrix computation. The attention weight matrix is computed as,
where d a is the dimension of w a i and v a j , and A is the attention weight matrix with size n × m. We use this matrix to compute vision attended language feature,
We then apply element-wise multiplication on {u } and {v},
{u} is our language augmented context for this convolution layer. We apply a BatchNorm [16] followed by a ReLU to normalize {u}. Finally, we add normalized {u} to the feature map before the last temporal convolution, as the input for the next temporal convolution.
Experiments

Datasets
We use the DiDeMo dataset [2] and the Charades-STA dataset [9, 38] to evaluate our model for the natural language video clip localization task. DiDeMo. DiDeMo is a dataset for natural language description localization in open-world videos. There are 33, 005, 4, 180 and 4, 021 video-description pairs in the training, validation and testing subsets, respectively. To annotate video clips, videos in DiDeMo are segmented every 5 seconds. The max available video length in this dataset is 30 seconds. The ground truth of each video-description pair is annotated by multiple people on these segments. Therefore, for each video, there are 21 possible clips. As we described previously, we address this task as a 21-way classification task. Following [2] , we use Rank@1, Rank@5 and mean Intersection over Union (mIoU ) as evaluation metrics. Charades-STA. Charades-STA is a dataset for natural language description localization in indoor videos. There are 12, 408 and 3, 720 video-description pairs in the training and testing subsets, respectively 1 . There are no pre-defined segments provided as in the DiDeMo dataset. We consider this task as a 2-way temporal detection task. Following [9] , we use Rank@1, IoU = 0.5, Rank@1, IoU = 0.7, Rank@5, IoU = 0.5 and Rank@5, IoU = 0.7 as evaluation metrics.
Implementation Details
We implement our ASST by TensorFlow [1] .
The code is publicly available at https://github.com/NeonKrypton/ASST.
In our experiments, we build our ASST with one bidirectional LSTM layer for language subnet, four dilation layers, six squeezing layers and six expansion layers for video subnet. Our language subnet takes GloVe word embeddings [30] Table 2 . Natural language localization in videos results on test subset of the Charades-STA dataset.
squeezing-expansion layers are 512, 1, 024 and 512. We apply dropout with rate 0.5 on input visual feature, and 0.8 for the rest of the model. We use Adam [20] as our optimizer. The learning rate starts from 5 × 10 −4 , and multiplies 0.9 every 2, 500 steps. The batch size we used for training is 128. We use different training strategies for two datasets. The details are as follows. DiDeMo. Following [2] , we use VGG16 [40] trained on ImageNet [34] training set as our RGB network. Inception-BN [16] trained on UCF101 [41] split 1 training set [45] is used as our optical flow network. The frame sample rate is 128 30 , so that our ASST can observe entire 30-second video in one observation. There are more than one annotation for each video-description pair. We first filter out annotations which has no overlap with other annotations from the same pair. Then, we randomly choose one annotation from remaining annotations for each iteration. To stabilize predictions, we average predictions from multiple model checkpoints. Charades-STA. Following [9] , we use C3D [42] trained on Sports-1M [19] as our visual input. The frame sample rate is 4. During training, we randomly stretch or compress our model by a scale within [0.8, 1.25], then sample a clip of random time from training videos. Any clip sampler has an overlap IoU ≥ 0.5 with ground truth clip is considered as a positive training sample. The positive-negative sampling ratio is set to 1 : 1. During inference, we slide our model along testing videos. Non-Maximum Suppression (NMS) with threshold 0.8 is applied during post processing.
Comparison with other methods
DiDeMo. We perform experiments on the DiDeMo dataset for natural language description localization in videos. Table 1 shows our results and the baselines provided in [2] .
Our model outperforms MCN in all three metrics. In Rank@5, our ASST is better than MCN by 0.23%. In Rank@1 and mIoU , our ASST significantly outperforms MCN by 4.28% and 6.41%, respectively. In Figure 4 , we show some of our localization results. In the first example, our ASST successfully localized the sentence "a girl with a blue shirt and black backpack speaks into the camera" and "there is a mountain". For the third text query, "woman sharing a landscape view", our ASST failed to generate an accurate prediction, but the predicted clip has an overlap with the ground-truth annotation. The woman is not shown in the last segment, and our model failed to predict this segment as positive.
In the second example, our ASST successfully detected "we cant see the man's head in these frames" and "person with camera tries to hand something to the guy in white lab coat". Our ASST failed to localize "camera tilts then corrects". This text query is describing the camera (observer). Events related to the observer needed to be inferred from object and camera motion, which is difficult to be directly modeled.
Charades-STA. We perform experiments on the Charades-STA dataset for natural language description localization in videos. Table 2 shows our results and the baseline provided by [9] .
Our ASST achieves 37.04% in Rank@1, IoU = 0.5 and 18.04% in Rank@1, IoU = 0.7, which significantly outperforms CTRL by 15.62% and 10.89%, respectively. In Rank@5s, our ASST outperforms CTRL by 9.01% in IoU = 0.5 and 11.37% in IoU = 0.7. We also applied our model with Two-Stream visual feature as we used for the DiDeMo dataset. With Two-Stream visual feature, the performances of our model boosted to 42.72% in Rank@1, IoU = 0.5 and 24.06% in Rank@1, IoU = 0.7. This demonstrates that Two-Stream feature has a better ability to capture visual clues than C3D feature. Figure 4 shows some of our localization results with C3D visual feature on the Charades-STA dataset. In the first example, our model successfully localized "a person sitting at a desk eating some food" and "person drinking from a coffee cup". But for text query "a person is eating at their desk", our model predicted a long sequence with eating and drinking together, which means our model is not good enough to clearly distinguish subtle actions. In the second example, our ASST successfully localized "person drinks from a glass". For text query 2 "a smiling person runs into their garage holding a phone", our model yields a longer prediction than the annotation. Our model failed to detect the action "person open the door". This action happens at the very beginning of the video and is very short. The confidence of our predicted clip is very small, which means our model did not detect any positive clip. Better visual feature and more detailed modeling can be used to overcome these issues. Table 7 . Ablation study of temporal endpoint feature.
Ablation studies
We then perform ablation studies from the following three aspects: input visual modality, the importance of cross-modal local relevance and temporal endpoint feature. Ablations are performed on the validation set for the DiDeMo dataset and the test set for the Charades-STA dataset.
Input visual modality
We first perform ablation study on how the input visual modality influences our ASST's performance. We evaluate our model using RGB, optical flow and concatenation of Two-Stream features as the input visual feature. DiDeMo. The results of our model on the DiDeMo dataset are shown in Table 3 . Among these three models, RGB model achieves inferior performance. The optical flow model outperforms RGB model significantly by more than 4.54% in Rank@1. By concatenating both RGB and optical flow input feature, Two-Stream model further improves the optical flow model by 2.54% in Rank@1. The results show that both RGB and optical flow modality are important. Optical flow is still a good visual feature for video information modeling on tasks other than action recognition and detection.
By feeding different input video data, our ASST learns relevance between natural language descriptions and video content from different aspects. Directly fusing RGB and optical flow models by a weight of 1 : 2, the fused model achieves a higher performance in Rank@5, but lower performance in Rank@1 and mIoU to single Two-Stream model. We then fuse all three models by a weight of 1 : 2 : 2.3. The performance further improves around 2% in all three metrics. The fusion weights are selected by cross-validation . This fusion model is also our final model used for comparing with baselines. Charades-STA. The results of our model on the Charades-STA dataset are shown in Table 4 . Same as the study on the DiDeMo dataset, RGB model achieves the worst performance among all models. C3D model outperforms RGB model over all metrics with better exploited spatio-temporal clues. Optical flow captures much better motion information than RGB and C3D model, outperforms RGB model and C3D model by 8.68% and 3.44% on Rank@1, IoU = 0.5, respectively. Concatenating RGB and optical flow as our input visual feature further improves Rank@1, IoU = 0.5 to 42.72%.
Modeling cross-modal local relevance
We perform ablation study to evaluate the necessity of early fusing natural language description and video content. We use plain video subnet as our baseline. This model contains no language information, and predicts clip localization directly from video content. To evaluate the effectiveness of cross-modal deep fusion and the importance of modeling cross-modal local relevance, we feed the language feature only once into video subnet via attention module. We choose three feeding positions: final representation layer, the last dilation layer and the first dilation layer. DiDeMo. The results on the DiDeMo dataset are shown in Table 5 . We use Two-Stream feature as our input visual feature. In this table, the model that feeds language information on the final representation layer achieves the worst performance among all models with one-time language feature feeding. By moving language feature feeding towards early stages, the performances increase. Feeding language feature on the first dilation layer achieves better performances than feeding on the last dilation layer. Both models significantly outperform the model that feeds language information on the final representation layer.
Feeding language information multiple times achieves the best performance. The results demonstrate the importance of modeling video-language local relevance. However, feeding language feature on the final representation layer makes the model unable to build joint video-language hierarchies. Charades-STA. The results on the DiDeMo dataset are shown in Table 5 . We use C3D feature as our input visual feature. We observed similar behavior of feeding position as on the DiDeMo dataset. Moving language feature feeding towards early stages improves localization accuracy on Rank@1s.
Temporal endpoint feature
Finally, we evaluate the effect of temporal endpoint feature (TEF) proposed by Hendricks et al. [2] . We concatenate time coordinates to the final representation layer for each frame. The results are shown in Table 7 .
TEF improves MCN significantly by 38.68% relatively on Rank@1 [2] . But TEF does not bring significant improvement to our ASST. One possible reason could be that during the process of visual information encoding, every element in the final representation sequence has a large receptive field. The temporal position information is encoded implicitly.
Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we proposed an effective attentive sequence to sequence translator for localizing clips by natural language descriptions. We demonstrated the effectiveness of modeling vision-language information jointly. Our standalone video subnet is also an effective model for video temporal modeling. Currently, our ASST only models temporal information of videos. Rich details on video frames are ignored. For future work, we will take detailed spatial information into consideration.
